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T
he new San Diego house that designer 
Susan Spath created for her clients speaks 
with a French accent. But, Spath is quick 
to note, “There are historic details that are 
French, but always with a new twist. I call it 

deconstructing—taking old elements and simplifying, so 
it’s not overly fussy.” She points to the slab installation of 
limestone as one area that merges timelessness with a 
modern edge. Architect John Jensen concurs: “This is 
a contemporary version of a country French home—real 
stone, real brick, real slate roof tiles.” 

Getting the four-bedroom home, dressed in Southern 
Buff limestone and sitting on half an acre, to capture the 
feeling of a rambling country farmhouse was not without 
its challenges. “It’s a narrow lot,” says Jensen. “It became 
a necessity to be as efficient as possible with the room 
layout, especially the circulation, so that the path from 

room to room uses as little area as possible.” The result is 
a floor plan that feels ranch-like, because most of the living 
spaces and master bedroom suite are contained on the first 
level. At its core is a 40-by-40-foot space consisting of the 
kitchen, an adjacent great room and a morning room, the 
last comprising stylish living and dining areas connected 
to a covered outdoor room. The sheltered outside space 
doesn’t miss a beat in transition and features a cozy 
upholstered sofa, armchair and ottoman, yielding indoor 
comfort outside. Vaulted ceilings over the morning room, 
kitchen and great room and a tray ceiling in the master 
bedroom, installed under the direction of builder Greg 
Agee of Greg Agee Homes, lend volume and architectural 
interest, and barreled dormers bathe the spaces in light 
from above. Exposed hand-distressed Douglas-fir beams 
emphasize that farmhouse feel, while painted cabinetry 
hints at elements added over time.

Left: Checkerboard-pattern 
limestone provides a graphic 
counterpoint to the lively Fabricut 
wallcovering and fanciful Corbett 
Lighting fixtures in the powder 
room of a San Diego home with 
interiors by designer Susan Spath. 
The Century mirror hovers above 
the Habersham Home vanity.

Opposite: Dubbed the morning 
room, a seating area features a 
sofa and armchairs in Robert Allen 
fabrics on a Kalaty carpet. Brass 
accents come from the Century 
coffee table and an occasional 
table topped with a leaf-form lamp, 
both by Theodore Alexander. The 
draperies, in a Fabricut linen, were 
fabricated by Dan’s Drapery Service. 
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The great room’s seating—a pair of 
sofas in a Fabricut textile and lounge 
chairs in a Robert Allen chenille—
emphasizes comfort. A Lillian August 
coffee table is central to the space, 
while the round Habersham Home 
tables add colorful notes. Southland 
windows, dressed with draperies  
in a Robert Allen fabric, offer views 
to the pool. Grounding the room is  
a Decorative Carpets floor covering, 
and lighting the area is a Fine Art 
Lamps lantern. The urns filling the 
cabinet niches are from Four Hands.

Careful planning went into other spaces as well. “We 
actually reframed the house to fit the kitchen,” says Spath. 
“There was not enough room to fit all the appliances, so 
we opened a wall.” Here, Habersham Home cabinetry is 
finished in matte white, dry brushed and subtly highlighted 
with gold and is grounded by a gray-finished island with 
a Côte d’Azur limestone top. The same stone dresses the 
backsplash, while the counters are finished with quartzite. 
Nearby is the great room, which integrates the fireplace and 
flat-screen TV into a feature wall with niches for decorative 
accessories. “The room is casually comfortable but still 
elegant, as it is all open to the other rooms,” she says.

The home’s dreamy, pale palette reflects the outdoors, 
with blues, creams and whites in a range of muted tones 
defining the spaces. The wife asked for a bit of color, 
namely lavender (notably in the master bedroom), but the 
overall effect is natural and not jarring. “What’s important 
for me,” says the designer, “is that the eye travels, that 
nothing is super loud. It’s peaceful, with an inside-out 
approach. Walking through the house is very calming.  
It’s warm, and the palette makes it feel comfortable.”  

For all its old-world charm, Spath brought in touches 
of glamour that animate the spaces. The morning room’s 
coffee table and occasional tables are finished in brass 
and are accented with more brass-tone accessories. 
Likewise, light fixtures lend another dramatic layer, including 
a swooping chandelier over the dining table, a pair of 
pendants over the kitchen island and a substantial lantern-
form design in the great room. A powder room, anchored by 
an eye-catching black-and-cream checkerboard-pattern floor, 
takes a likewise glam turn, sporting a pendant and sconces 
composed of gold-edged flowers and a wallcovering 
featuring birds perching on delicate branches. 
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Fine Art Lamps light fixtures above the island add a touch of levity to the kitchen, offsetting the traditional 
lines of the Habersham Home cabinetry. Stone from Tosca Natural Stone clads the island and the 

backsplash, while the perimeter countertops are in a quartzite from Tutto Marmo. The Wolf ovens and 
cooktop are from Ferguson; the Rohl sink and faucet are from European Bath, Kitchen, Tile & Stone. 

DuChâteau European oak covers the floors in the dining area adjacent to the kitchen; the table is 
surrounded by Century dining chairs, and opposite are Somerset Bay Home counter stools. In the 
hallway beyond, lit by Currey & Company lanterns, the limestone underfoot is from European Bath, 
Kitchen, Tile & Stone. The metalwork on the staircase railing is by H&M Wrought Iron Factory.
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For the sheltered outdoor room, 
the sectional and lounge chair 
are covered in performance 
fabrics by SilverState Fabrics, 
which are both durable and 
stylish. The coffee table is from 
Sarreid, and the sculpture is 
from Palecek. Above the seating 
area is a Fine Art Lamps lantern. 
Beyond are Patio Renaissance 
pool chaises shaded by a 
Galtech International umbrella.
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The master suite includes a 
seating area just steps from the 
pool and garden designed by 

landscape architect Steve Ahles 
and installed by Shaun Murphy 
Landscape, accessed through 
Southland doors. Spath teamed 
an existing ottoman from her 

clients’ collection with a sofa in 
a Kravet fabric and an armchair 
wearing a Robert Allen textile. 

Quartzite from Tutto Marmo tops the master bathroom’s Habersham Home vanity, which has inset 
Kohler sinks with Rohl faucets, all from European Bath, Kitchen, Tile & Stone. Mirror Image mirrors and 

Ralph Lauren Home sconces hang on the wall. Pulling up to the arrangement is a Century stool. 
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A Stroheim wallcovering and Davis & 
Davis carpet provide the foundation for 

the master bedroom. Hovering above the 
Century bed is a Fine Art Lamps chandelier, 

while sitting atop the Modern History 
chests are Theodore Alexander lamps. 

Swathed in a Maxwell Fabrics textile, the 
chaise is perfect for lounging. The windows 
sport draperies in a Fabricut material and 

shades from Superior Roman Shades. 

As with the architecture and interiors, the gardens—the 
work of landscape architect Steve Ahles—reference 
traditional style mixed with modernity. Perhaps most 
reflective of that impulse is the expansive swimming pool 
replete with a stone cantilever coping and a separate but 
adjacent raised spa that spills into the pool. “It’s classical, 
rectangular—nothing fancy, new or shiny. But it’s a great 
solution that fits the yard very elegantly,” says Ahles. The 
plantings too have a decidedly traditional-meets-modern 
feel. Ahles describes it as “clean, clean, clean—kind of 
linear with tiered plantings, including roses, lavender, blue 
fescue grasses, privet and boxwood.” Spath contributed to 
the look outside as well, placing pots filled with ornamental 
calamondin, a hybrid citrus and kumquat that sports glossy 
green foliage and aromatic orange fruit.

Ultimately, the abode the designer and the rest of the 
team created seamlessly blends old-world impulses—
Jensen even instructed the masons to lay the exterior 
stone irregularly for authenticity —with contemporary 
comfort. And while the accent may be French, the home 
speaks an international language of style. 
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